The University of Florence Language Center (CLA) ensures high quality service in the acquisition of the language skills needed to meet the challenges that higher university education and a globalized job market increasingly ask for.

The offered courses are: English, French, German, Spanish, and Portuguese, as well as Arabic, Russian, Japanese, Catalan, and the intercomprehension course. Courses are conducted both online and onsite.

IMT School students, researchers, professors and T.A. staff can take advantage of the subsidized rate of:

- **€ 120** for enrollment in a **30-hour course, including** the annual **Laboratories card**;
- **€ 48** for the **sole acquisition** of the **Laboratories card** (conversations, seminars, workshops, language tandems) in which students can participate throughout the year. Workshop activities include orientation: an interview with the teacher who helps the student choose the language course with the level best suited to his or her knowledge ->

The course schedules, the different cycles with the different modes (intensive or extensive) and the Laboratories can be easily viewed at the following -> link, choosing the language of interest.

Finally, we would like to remind you that the enrollment of affiliated users is limited to the available places and must follow a precise schedule.